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Philosopher, Broadway headliner, fighter, felon - Mike Tyson has defied stereotypes, expectations,

and a lot of conventional wisdom during his three decades in the public eye. Bullied as a boy in the

toughest, poorest neighborhood in Brooklyn, Tyson grew up to become one of the most thrilling and

ferocious boxers of all time - and the youngest heavyweight champion ever. But his brilliance in the

ring was often compromised by reckless behavior. Years of hard partying, violent fights, and

criminal proceedings took their toll: by 2003, Tyson had hit rock bottom, a convicted felon,

completely broke, the punch line to a thousand bad late-night jokes. Yet he fought his way back; the

man who once admitted being addicted "to everything" regained his success, his dignity, and the

love of his family. With a triumphant one-man stage show, his unforgettable performances in the

Hangover films, and his newfound happiness and stability as a father and husband, Tyson's story is

an inspiring American original. Brutally honest, raw, and often hilarious, Tyson chronicles his

tumultuous highs and lows in the same sincere, straightforward manner we have come to expect

from this legendary athlete. A singular journey from Brooklyn's ghettos to worldwide fame to

notoriety, and, finally, to a tranquil wisdom, Undisputed Truth is not only a great sports memoir but

an autobiography for the ages.
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The day this book was released, I read an excerpt posted somewhere or another wherein Tyson

strangles Don King from the back seat of a limousine that King is driving. That sold me - I thought I

was going to read a couple hundred pages of Mike Tyson telling insane stories. What I got was



immeasurably better.This book is Mike Tyson's life story, in Mike Tyson's words, as told to a writer.

It might not be the undisputed truth, but it is his truth, and it's his entire truth. It is brutally,

unforgivingly honest, and while he has few kind words for the likes of King, Robin Givens, and

Desiree Washington, no one fares worse in these pages than Tyson himself.Whatever you may

think of Tyson, he is without a doubt one of the most fascinating sports figures of the past hundred

years. He's a study in contradictions: a terrifying boxer with a temper that one could charitably

describe as "mercurial" and yet he speaks softly, almost effeminately, with a lisp. The man said he

was going to eat Lennox Lewis' children and praised Allah in the same sentence. He was paid tens

of millions of dollars for fights that often lasted less than one round, and was bankrupt within ten

years. Of course this guy's story is going to be great.But the two episodes in his life that he's most

known for, his tumultuous (and allegedly abusive) marriage to Robin Givens, and his rape trial after

a night with pageant contestant Desiree Washington gone horribly, irreversibly wrong, aren't

glossed over. At all. If anything, he talks about them - the trial in particular - in detail that's simply

uncomfortable. And it has to be.
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